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Abstract. We present an efficient method for decision tree construction from large data sets, which are assumed to be stored in
database servers, and be accessible by SQL queries. The proposed method minimizes the number of simple queries necessary to
search for the best splits (cut points) by employing “divide and conquer” search strategy. To make it possible, we develop some
novel evaluation measures which are defined on intervals of attribute domains. Proposed measures are necessary to estimate
the quality of the best cut in a given interval. We propose some applications of the presented approach in discretization and
construction of “soft decision tree”, which is a novel classifier model.
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1. Introduction
The problem of searching for optimal partitions of real value attributes (defined by cut points) has
been studied by many authors (see e.g., [3,9,15]). The main goal is to discover those splitting points
(cuts) that can be used to construct decision trees or decision rules of high quality with respect to some
predefined quality measures (e.g., quality defined by classification accuracy of new unseen objects or
quality defined by the decision tree height, its support and confidence). In general, these optimization
problems are hard from a computational point of view. For example, it has been shown in [9] that the
problem of searching for a minimal and consistent set of cuts is NP-hard. Therefore, many heuristics
have been proposed to develop efficient approximate solutions for those problems. Usually, existing
heuristics are based on creating some measures to estimate the quality of cut points.
One can mention some problems that occur in existing decision tree induction algorithms. First
problem is related to the efficiency of the algorithm that searches for an optimal partition of real value
attributes – assuming that the training data set is too large and must be stored in the relational data base.
In many practical applications, there is a need of decision tree construction at the terminal of a clientserver network system, and access to the database (located on the server) is enabled by SQL queries.
The critical factor for time complexity of algorithms solving the discussed problem is the number of
simple SQL queries necessary to find out the best partition. One can assume that the complexity can be
measured by the number of queries related to the intervals of attribute values, e.g.,
∗
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SELECT COUNT FROM aTable
WHERE (anAttribute BETWEEN aValue1 AND aValue2)
AND (some additional conditions)
The sequential approach to searching for optimal partition (with respect to a given quality measure)
requires as least O(N ) queries, where N is the number of pre-assumed partitions of the searching space.
In cases where N is a large number, even the linear complexity of the algorithm is not acceptable.
The second problem is related to the use of crisp cuts as a condition for object discerning. This can
lead to misclassification of new objects which are very close to the cut points, and this fact can result in
low quality of new object classifications.
The first problem is a big challenge for data mining researchers. The existing methods are based either
on sampling technique [1] (i.e., repeating the decision tree induction algorithm for small, randomly chosen
subset of data, until meeting the decision tree of sufficient quality [5]) or parallelization technique [2,16]
using computer network architecture. In previous papers [10–12] we have presented some approximation
measures that make the construction of semi-optimal partition very efficient.
In this paper we propose a novel approach based on soft cuts which make possible to overcome the
second problem. Decision trees using soft cuts as test functions are called soft decision trees. The new
approach leads to new efficient strategies in searching for the best cuts (both soft and crisp cuts) using
all data. We show some properties of considered optimization measures that allows to reduce the size of
searching space. Moreover, we prove that using only O(log N ) simple queries, one can construct soft
partitions that are very close to the optimal.

2. Preliminaries
Let us fix some notations related to the data model and decision tree induction methods.
The objective of many learning problems is searching for approximation of a concept (also called target
concept, decision function or classes) defined on a given universe of objects X . Usually, objects from
X are described by a finite set of attributes A = {a 1 , . . . , ak }, called predictive features or exogenous
variables. Every attribute ai can be treated as function defined for all objects a i : X → Vai , where Vai is
called the domain of attribute ai . Hence, every object x ∈ X is characterized by an information vector
infA (x) = [a1 (x), . . . , ak (x)]

There are some types of attributes (depending on their domains). An attribute a i ∈ A is called
1. numerous or continuous if its domain V ai is a set of real numbers in the sense that they can be
arranged in a linear order. Age and salary of bank customers are examples of numerous attributes;
2. symbolic if Vai consists of incomparable (or partially ordered) elements; job and hobbies of bank
customers are examples of symbolic attributes;
3. boolean or binary if V ai = {0, 1};
In this paper, we concentrate on the concept approximation problem which is a common issue in
many research areas like data mining, machine learning, statistical discriminant analysis or pattern
recognition. The concept approximation problem can be formulated as a problem of searching for the
best approximation of the unknown target function t : X → V t . We also limit our consideration to the
case when the target concept t has a finite domain, i.e. |V t | < ∞.
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Fig. 1. An example of decision table: a part of the “Iris” classification problem.

In the inductive learning approach to concept approximation problem, we assume that the target
function t : X → Vt is given on a finite sample U = {x 1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ X of training objects. The set:
S = {infA (x1 ), t(x1 ) , infA (x2 ), t(x2 ) , . . . , infA (xn ), t(xn ) }

is called the training set. The problem is to construct a classifying algorithm C , called a classifier, that is
a good approximation of the target concept t. The algorithm that induces a classifier from training data
is called the learning algorithm or the learner. Having the information vector inf A (x) of any object
x ∈ X , the classifier C must return a value C(x) ∈ V t which is called the predicted decision.
Any pair (a, c), where a is a numerous attribute and c ∈ V a is a real value, is called a cut. We say that
“a pair of objects x, y is discerned by a cut (a, c))” if either a(x) < c  a(y) or a(y) < c  a(x).
2.1. Data model
Formally, the training set can be described by a triple S = (U, A ∪ {dec}), called decision table, where
U is a non-empty, finite set of training objects, A is a nonempty, finite set of attributes, and dec ∈
/ A
is a special attribute, called decision. The decision encodes the target concept in the mentioned above
concept approximation problem. Any decision table can be interpreted as a rectangle data matrix, where
objects are related to rows, columns are related to attributes and one special column is related to decision.
Without loss of generality one can assume that V dec = {1, . . . , d}. For any 1  m  d, the set
CLASSm = {x ∈ U : dec(x) = m} is called the mth decision class of S.
We assign to every set of objects X ⊂ U a d-tuple of integers f (X) = x 1 , ..,xd where xk =
card(X ∩ DECk ) for k ∈ {1, . . . , d}. The vector f (X) is called the class distribution of X . If the set
of objects X is defined by X = {u ∈ U : p  a(u) < q} for some p, q ∈ R then the class distribution
of X is called the class distribution of U in [p; q).
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Fig. 2. An illustration of decision tree for Iris data.
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka).

The decision tree was created and illustrated by Weka system

2.2. Construction of decision tree from decision table
Decision tree is one of the most popular and most accurate classification algorithms. This model is a
tree like structure, where each internal node is labeled by a test function which should be determined on
the set of information vectors, and every terminal none, also called leave, is labeled either by a decision
class or by a class distribution. Every test function (or briefly test) defines a ramification of a given node,
and each branch represents an outcome of the test. Figure 1 represent an example of decision table for
famous “Iris” classification problem [6]. The corresponding decision tree for this problem is presented
in Fig. 2.
In order to classify an unknown example, the information vector of this example is tested against the
decision tree. The path is traced from the root to a leaf node that holds the class prediction for this
example.
In this paper, we consider decision trees using cuts as test functions. Every cut (a, c) is associated
with a test function f(a,c) such that for any object u ∈ U the value of f (a,c) (u) is equal to 1 (true) if and
only if a(u) > c.
The decision tree T is called consistent with a given decision table S if it properly classifies all objects
from S. The decision tree T is called optimal for a given decision table S if it has smallest height among
decision trees that are consistent with S. The cut c on attribute a is called optimal cut if (a, c) labels one
of internal nodes of optimal decision trees.
Unfortunately, the problem of searching for optimal decision tree for a given decision table is NP-hard.
Hence, developing any decision tree induction method we should solve the following problem: “For
a given set of candidate cut points C a = {c1 , . . . , cN } on an attribute a, find the cut (a, c i ) that most
probably belongs to the set of optimal cuts”, e.g., see [3,15].
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Usually, to solve this problem, we should use a measures (or quality functions)
F : {c1 , . . . , cN } → R

to estimate the quality of partitions determined by those cuts. For a given measure F , the straightforward
algorithm of searching for best cut should compute values of F for all cuts: F(c 1 ), .., F(cN ). The cut
cBest which optimizes the value of function F is selected as the result of searching process.
The basic heuristic for the construction of the decision tree (for example ID3 or later C4.5 – see [15])
is based on the top-down recursive strategy described as follows:
1. It starts with a tree with one node representing the whole training set of objects.
2. If all objects have the same decision class, the node becomes leaf and is labeled with this class.
3. Otherwise, the algorithm selects from the set of all possible tests F = {f 1 , f2 , . . . , fm } the best
one.
4. The current node is labeled by the selected test and it is branched accordingly to values of the
selected test function. Also, the set of objects is partitioned and assigned to new created nodes.
5. The algorithm uses the same processes (Steps 2, 3, 4) recursively for each new nodes to form the
whole decision tree.
6. The partitioning process stops when either all examples in a current node belong to the same class,
or no test function has been selected in Step 3.
In next sections, we recall some of most frequently used measures for construction of decision trees
like “Entropy Measure” and “Discernibitity Measure”, respectively.
2.2.1. Entropy measure
A number of methods based on entropy measure formed a strong group of works in the domain
of decision tree induction and discretization [3,15]. This concept uses class-entropy as a criterion to
evaluate the list of best cuts which together with the attribute domain induce the desired intervals.
The class information entropy of the set of N objects X with class distribution N 1 , . . . , Nd , where
N1 + . . . + Nd = N , is defined by
Ent(X) = −

d

Nj
j=1

N

log

Nj
N

Hence, the entropy of the partition induced by a cut point c on attribute a is defined by
|UL |
|UR |
Ent (UL ) +
Ent (UR )
(1)
n
n
where {UL , UR } is a partition of U defined by c. For a given feature a, the cut c min which minimizes the
entropy function over all possible cuts is selected see Fig. 3. The methods based on information entropy
are reported in [3,15].
E (a, c; U ) =

2.2.2. Discernibility measure
Discernibility measure is based on Rough Set and Boolean reasoning approach.
Intuitively, energy of the set of objects X ⊂ U can be defined by the number of pairs of objects from X
to be discerned called conf lict(X). Let N 1 , . . . , Nd be the class distribution of X , then conf lict(X)
can be computed by

conf lict(X) =
Ni Nj
i<j
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Fig. 3. The illustration of Entropy measure (up) and discernibility measure (low) for the same data set. On horizontal axes: ID
of consequent cuts; on vertical axes: values of corresponding measures.

Any cut (a, c) that divides the set of objects U into U 1 , and U2 is evaluated by
W (c) = conf lict(U ) − conf lict(U1 ) − conf lict(U2 )

(2)

i.e. the larger number of pairs of objects is discerned by the cut (a, c), the bigger is the chance that
c can be chosen as one of optimal cuts. This algorithm is called Maximal-Discernibility heuristics or
MD-heuristics for decision tree construction. Figure 3 illustrates the graph of Entropy and Discernibility
functions over the set of possible cuts on one of the attributes of SatImage data. One can see that both
measures preferred quite similar cuts as optimal. The high accuracy of decision trees constructed by
using discernibility measure and their comparison with Entropy-based methods has been reported in [9].
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Fig. 4. The soft cut.

3. Soft cuts and soft decision trees
So far, we have presented decision tree methods working with cuts that are treated as sharp partition,
since real values are partitioned into disjoint intervals. One can observe that some objects which are
very similar can be treated as very different because they are in different sides of a cut. In this section
we introduce some notions of soft cuts that discern two objects if they are located far enough from cuts.
3.1. Soft cuts
The formal definition of soft cuts is following:
Definition 3.1 A soft cut is any triple p = a, l, r , where a ∈ A is an attribute, l, r ∈  are called the
left and right bounds of p (l  r ); the value ε = r−l
2 is called the uncertain radius of p. We say that a
soft cut p discerns pair of objects x 1 , x2 if a (x1 ) < l and a (x2 ) > r .
The intuitive meaning of p = a, l, r is such that there is a real cut somewhere between l and r . So,
we are not sure where one can place the real cut in the interval [l, r]. Hence for any value v ∈ [l, r] we
are not able to check if v is either on the left side or on the right side of the real cut. Then we say that the
interval [l, r] is an uncertain interval of the soft cut p. Any normal cut can be treated as soft cut of radius
equal to 0.
Any set of soft cuts splits the real axis into intervals of two categories: the intervals corresponding
to new nominal values and the intervals of uncertain values called boundary regions. The problem of
searching for minimal set of soft cuts with a given uncertain radius can be solved in a similar way to
the case of sharp cuts. We propose some heuristic for this problem in the last section of the paper. The
problem becomes more complicated if we want to obtain as small as possible set of soft cuts with the
radius as large as possible. We will discuss this problem in the next paper.
3.2. Soft decision tree
The test functions defined by traditional cuts can be replaced by soft cuts. We have proposed two
strategies as modifications of standard classification method for decision tree with soft cuts (fuzzy
separated cuts). They are called fuzzy decision trees and rough decision trees.
In fuzzy decision tree method, instead of checking the condition a (u) > c we have to check how strong
is the hypothesis that u is on the left or right side of the cut (a, c). This condition can be expressed by
µL (u) and µR (u), where µL and µR are membership function of left and right intervals (respectively).
The values of those membership functions can be treated as a probability distribution of u in the node
labeled by soft cut (a, c − ε, c + ε). Then one can compute the probability of the event that object u is
reaching a leaf. The decision for u is equal to decision labeling the leaf with largest probability.
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L1 L2 ... Ld

cL

M1 M2 ...Md

cR

R1 R2 ... Rd

Fig. 5. The evaluation measure should be determined from class distributions of three intervals: (−∞; cL ), [cL ; cR ] and
[cR ; ∞).

In the case of rough decision trees, when we are not able to decide to turn left or right (the value a(u)
is too close to c), we do not distribute the probability to the children of considered node. We have to
compare their answers taking into account the numbers of objects supported by them. The answer with
the highest number of supported objects is a decision of the given object.

4. Searching for best cuts in large data tables
In this section we present the efficient approach to searching for optimal cuts in large data tables. The
main idea is to apply the “divide and conquer” strategy to determine the best cut c Best ∈ {c1 , . . . , cn }
with respect to a given quality function. First, we divide the set of possible cuts into k intervals (e.g.
k = 2, 3, ..). Then, we choose the interval to which the best cut may most probably belong (using some
evaluation measures). This process is repeated until the considered interval consists of one cut. Then
the best cut can be chosen between all visited cuts.
The problem arises on how to define the measure evaluating the quality of the interval [c L ; cR ] having
class distributions: L1 , . . . , Ld in (−∞; cL ); M1 , . . . , Md in [cL ; cR ); and R1 , . . . , Rd in [cR ; ∞).
The approximation measure Eval([c L ; cR ]) should estimate the quality of the best cut among those
belonging to the interval [cL ; cR ] with respect to discernibility or entropy measures. In Section 4.1
we will present different approximation measures. The general algorithm (with respect to the given
approximate measure Eval(.)) can be described as follows:
Hence the number of queries necessary for running our algorithm is of order O(dk log k N ). If we want
to minimize the number of queries, we should set k = 3, because the function f (k) = dk log k N has
minimum over positive integers for k = 3. For k > 2, instead of choosing the best interval [p i−1 ; pi ], one
can select the best union [p i−m ; pi ] of m consecutive intervals in every step for a predefined parameter
m < k. The modified algorithm needs more – but still of order O(log N ) – simple questions only.
4.1. Approximation measures
Approximation measure for Gini’s index has been introduced and applied in CLOUDS algorithm
(see [1]), but it has been determined by sampling technique.
In previous papers [10–12], we considered two assumptions about distributions of objects in [c L , cR ].
The “full independency assumption supposes that distributions of objects from each decision class in
[cL , cR ] are pairwise independent. The “full dependency assumption” supposes that the values x 1 , . . . , xd
xd
x1
x2
are proportional to M1 , . . . , Md , i.e., M
M
 ...  M
.
1
2
d
We are going to present the approximations of discernibility and entropy measures under full independent and full dependent assumptions. Detail justifications of those results can be found in our previous
papers (see [11,12]).
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ALGORITHM 1: Searching for semi-optimal cut
INPUT: Attribute a; the set of candidate cuts C a = {c1 , .., cN } on a;
OUTPUT: The optimal cut c ∈ C a
begin
Lef t ← 1; Right ← N ;
while (Lef t < Right)
1.Divide [Lef t; Right] into k intervals with equal length by (k + 1) boundary points i.e.
pi = Lef t + i ∗

Right − Lef t
;
k

for i = 0, .., k
2.for i = 1, .., k
Compute Eval([cpi−1 ; cpi ]);
Let [pj−1 ; pj ] be the interval with maximal value of Eval(.);
3.Lef t ← pj−1 ; Right ← pj ;
endwhile;
return the cut cLef t ;
end

4.1.1. Approximation of discernibility measures
In our previous papers (see [11,12]) we have proposed the following measures to estimate the quality
of the best cut in [cL ; cR ]:
Eval ([cL ; cR ]) =

W (cL ) + W (cR ) + conf lict([cL ; cR ])
+∆
2

(3)

where the value of ∆ is defined by:
∆=

[W (cR ) − W (cL )]2
8 · conf lict([cL ; cR ])

in the dependent model, and


2 



n


 Mi (Mi + 2)  (Rj − Lj ) 
∆=α·
12
i=1

j=i

in the independent model.
The choice of ∆ and the value of parameter α from [0; 1] can be tuned in learning process or are given
by expert. One can see that, in order to determine the value Eval ([c L ; cR ]), we need only O(d) simple
SQL queries of the form:
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SELECT COUNT
FROM data_table
WHERE (a BETWEEN c_L AND c_R) GROUPED BY d.
4.1.2. Approximation of entropy measures
In general, it is harder to approximate entropy measure than discernibility measure. In previous paper
(see [12]) we have shown that it is still possible, but it requires more complicated computation efforts.
In the independent model, quality of the best cut in [c L ; cR ] with respect to entropy measure can be
evaluated by:
Eval ([cL ; cR ]) = H(L, M ) + H(R, M ) −

d


[H(Lj , Mj ) + H(Rj , Mj )]

j=1

where
1
H(a, b)) 
b
=

b

(a + x) log(a + x)dx
0

(a + b)2 log(a + b) − a2 log(a) 2a + b
−
2b
4 ln 2

In the independent model, we did not find any “nice formula” estimating the quality of best cut in the
given interval. But, in [12], we have proposed the numerical method to compute this estimation under
independent assumptions.
4.2. Searching for soft cuts
One can modify the algorithm presented in the previous section to determine “soft cuts” in large
databases. The modification is based on changing the stop condition. In every iteration of the Algorithm 1,
the current interval [Lef t; Right] is divided equally into k smaller intervals, and the best smaller interval
will be chosen as the current interval. In the modified algorithm one can either select one of smaller
intervals as the current interval or stop the algorithm and return the current interval as a result.
Intuitively, the Divide and Conquer Algorithm is stopped and it results the interval [c L ; cR ] if the
following conditions hold:
– The class distribution in [cL ; cR ] is too stable, i.e. there is no sub-interval of [c L ; cR ] which is
considerably better than [c L ; cR ] itself;
– The interval [cL ; cR ] is sufficiently small, i.e. it contains a small number of cuts;
– The interval [cL ; cR ] does not contain too much objects; (because the large number of uncertain
objects cans result in larger decision tree and then it prolongs the time of decision tree construction)
5. Experiments
In previous papers, we have reported the experimental results showing, that for many benchmark
datasets, the best cut found by using approximate discernibility measure is very close to the best cut
found by using exact measure.
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Table 1
The experimental results of different decision tree algorithms on benchmark data
Data sets
#objects×#attr.
SLIQ
ENT
MD
MD*
Australian
690 × 14
84.9
85.2
86.2
86.2
German
1000 × 24
−
70
69.5
70.5
Heart
270 × 13
−
77.8
79.6
79.6
Letter
20000 × 16
84.6
86.1
85.4
83.4
SatImage
6435 × 36
86.3
84.6
82.6
83.9
Shuttle
57000 × 9
99.9
99.9
99.9
98.7

In this section, we present the accuracy evaluation of our approach. The main goal is to compare the
accuracy of soft decision tree built from semi-optimal cuts with other decision tree techniques.
We have implemented three decision tree algorithms called “ENT” (based on entropy measure, similar
to C4.5 [15]), “MD” (based on discernibility measure [9]) and “MD*”(soft tree based on approximate
discernibility measure). The experiments are done on “small” data set (from STATLOG project [8]) only,
since the first two algorithms handle the data sets, that fit into the memory. We also recall the experiment
results achieved by SLIQ algorithm (see [7]).
In our experiments, the standard algorithms based on entropy and discernibility measures are implemented without pruning step. The MD* algorithm is based on approximate discernibility measure (see
Formula (3), where ∆ was set by 0, i.e.
Eval ([cL ; cR ]) =

W (cL ) + W (cR ) + conf lict([cL ; cR ])
2

We used the fuzzy decision tree classification method (described in Section 3.2) in order to classify new
objects. From experimental results, we can see that: “Even MD* algorithm constructs decision trees
from approximation measure, its accuracy is still comparable with other exact measures”.
6. Conclusions
The problem of optimal binary partition of continuous attribute domain for large data sets stored in
relational data bases has been investigated. We showed that one can reduce the number of simple queries
from O(N ) to O(log N ) in order to construct the partition very close to the optimal one.
The experimental results are very promising. These results can be improved by setting the parameter
∆ in Formula (3) and by applying pruning techniques. The proposed method can be easily implemented
in parallel.
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